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WHO STOLE THE TREE FROM KNAPP?

- Ella Buzas,
 Sophomore Writer

If you all have yet to hear, a mischievous delinquent stole the beloved Christmas 
tree from Knapp Hall.  As an avid Clue player and a lover of puzzles, I have a 
couple of ideas to figure out who stole it.

1. The first idea is that it was all planned.  If the tree was stolen from the psy-
chology department, it could be a case study surrounding the reactions of faculty 
due to an emotional attachment to an inanimate object.  Or, it could be representa-
tive of how the concept of “Christmas spirit” is all a capitalistic scheme to make 
us less morally corrupt because someone, somewhere, decided to throw some 
LEDs on a pine tree.  Just spitballin’ here.

2. Can’t campo check swipe access to buildings?  If we have a time frame, we 
have our culprit.  This also unsettles me a little bit, even though I’m innocent.

3. Check for fingerprints.  Unless this individual is a well-versed thief (see: Exit 
Signs, Street Signs, Shorney “S”) they likely were not wearing gloves.  I don’t 
think we have the constitutional right to fingerprint everybody in the school, but 
if we give everybody who does offer that information 20 bucks in declining, it 
would be a huge success.

4. Go based on vibes.  I don’t know about you all, but I think if Kanye West or 
Chris Brown were ANYWHERE on your Spotify Wrapped this year, you are im-
mediately a suspect.  

5. Ask nicely.  Ask your friends, “Hey, did you steal that Christmas Tree from 
Knapp?”  If they really care about you, they’ll tell you the truth.

6. Their major is a huge indicator.  If this person is a STEM major (psychology 
doesn’t count), there is no way they have the time- nay, they couldn’t care less 
about a silly tree in Knapp.  They also probably didn’t even know it existed.  If 
they’re an art major, there would be paint splotches, charcoal, and tears all over 
the scene of the crime (which, as far as I know, there weren’t).  English majors 
haven’t seen the light of day in weeks, let alone the lights on a Christmas tree.  
Narrow it down.

Whoever stole that tree, please give it back.  It’s not nice to steal things.  Give 
me a couple more weeks and I’ll figure out who you are.  Maybe.
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-Lauren Ehlers,
Junior Writer

WHAT YOU DID THIS WEEKEND, 
ACCORDING TO YOUR FIRST INITIAL

A - had fun!

B - got a concussion.

C - slept at the foot of someone’s bed like a dog.

D - ate a block of cream cheese.

E - pooped.

F - almost committed to a very dramatic haircut, but five out of nine witnesses voted no.

G - wore a hat probably.

H - threw up.

I - gave someone a little smooch.

J - studied! good for you.

K - reopened the East Quad K-hole.

L - threw up.

M - fed the raccoons.

N - couldn’t stack a single cup in Rage Cage, blamed the dead table.

O - finished a stranger’s discarded FourLoko.

P - danced. hard.

Q - cried several times, for assorted reasons.

R - forgot something important. still can’t remember what it was.

S - wore a cool sweater.

T - left the party too early.

U - left the party too late.

V - brought a little snack to the party.

W - never showed up to the party.

X - tried to think of another name that starts with “X.”

Y - ate salsa out of a red solo cup.

Z - got some sleep, but not enough. never enough. 
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